Calls for all of us to continue to seek greater protections for our lands, our waters, our sacred sites and our cultural heritage from exploitation, desecration, and destruction.

Colour in the Burrumering using Aboriginal colours. Red, Yellow and Black

Use Aboriginal Dreamtime symbols to represent where you live

Burrumering design and Dreamtime symbol chart created by Yukul Art
There is no written language for Aboriginal people so for them to pass on knowledge and stories they would do so using symbols. These symbols are called Dreamtime symbols and can be seen in many Aboriginal paintings from the past to the present. Each symbol represents an important feature in the artwork and helps in telling the story and messages behind the work.

The Burrumering represents leadership, strength, wisdom and protection for the Dharug Nation. Burrumering can soar high above, navigate the cultural landscapes and waters, and is a creative hunter, gatherer and provider for the Dharug People. Burrumering has great wisdom and continues to watch over the Dharug people to ensure their safety.